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1 Problemanalysisanddemarcation

1.1 Introduction
This thesis is about optimal greenhouse lettuce cultivations such that lettuce nitrate accumulation
above EU imposed maximum concentrations is prevented at maximum profits. This case is an
example of two general classes of problems: firstly, crop quality improvement through adjustment
of environmental conditions during cultivation and secondly, optimal control of processes that are
carried out with a significant number of limitations on process variables while being affected by
disturbances.Findingsolutions for thisproblem willbeinterestingfor people workingintheareaof
horticultureaswellasfor people workingintheareaofoptimal control.
This chapter contains an analysis and demarcation of the horticultural problem. The conclusion of
this chapter is a problem statement in terms of an optimal control problem. Interesting aspects
related tosolvingtheoptimalcontrolproblemareintroduced anddiscussed inchapter2.
This chapter starts with an explanation about effects of nitrate and related chemical compounds on
human health that led to the introduction of the EU-directive. Then, maximum lettuce nitrateconcentrations mentioned in the EU-directive are compared with lettuce nitrate concentrations in
European and Asian countries. Based on this comparison and also on lettuce cultivation data in
different European countries a decision is made to focus on the problem of keeping Dutch and
Belgian greenhouse lettuce cultivation economically feasible. Next, effects of (greenhouse)
physiological and environmental conditions on lettuce nitrate concentrations and on economic
feasibility are studied, because these effects constitute the basis of possible solutions. This chapter
ends by phrasing the lettuce cultivation problem in terms of an optimal control problem. A quick
economic evaluation shows that out of the three greenhouse climate conditions - greenhouse air
temperature, greenhouse air CCVconcentration and solar light intensity- manipulation of solar light
intensityisnotaneconomicallyfeasible option.
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1.2 Effects ofnitrateand relatedchemical compoundsonhumanhealth
Nitrate may have harmful and beneficial effects on human health. Harmful effects consist of
proposed relations between combinations of nitrate and related chemical compounds and
developments of gastric cancer, urinary bladder cancer and mathaemoglobinaemia.
Methaemoglobinaemia is a condition that mostly affects infants up to 12months old and is caused
by reduction of nitrate to nitrite and nitric oxide that oxidize hemoglobin in red blood cells to an
abnormal form known as maethaemoglobin. Maethaemoglobin cannot bind or transport oxygen.
Beneficial effects consist of proposed relations between nitrate and pathogen killing (Addiscott and
Benjamin, 2004;Lundberg,etal.,2004).
Two sources provide humans with nitrate and related chemical compounds: an exogenous source
and an endogenous source. One of the exogenous sources is the consumption of vegetables and
accounts for 60 through 90 procent (Lundberg, et al., 2004) of daily nitrate intakes on typical
western diets.Arelated chemical compound, nitrite is found in some foodstuffs. For example, it is
used asafood additive in meattopreventbotulism and toenhance itsappearance.Other exogenous
sources include cigarette smoke and car exhausts that contain volatile nitrogen oxides. Some of
these areconverted to nitrate or nitrite in thebody. The main endogenous sourceis theL-arginineNOpathway, which isalways activethroughout thebody and produces NOfrom theamino acid Larginine and oxygen. During systemic inflammatory reactions or infections, whiteblood cells and
othercellsincreasenitrateconcentrations considerably through anotherpathway.
Nitrates and nitrites from both sources mix up in the bloodstream. In case of exogenous nitrates,
nitrate is ingested first and than absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract into thebloodstream. Most
nitrate is ultimately excreted in the urine, some in the saliva, sweat and possibly some in the
intestines. The exact fate of all nitrate in the body is still unresolved as only 60% of isotopically
labelledadministered nitrateisrecovered intheurine(Lundberg,etal.,2004).
Harmful effects of nitrate on human health are not primarily related to nitrate ions themselves. In
fact, nitrate has aremarkably low toxicity. Instead, harmful effects arise when nitrate is reduced to
nitrite by bacteria in the gastrointestinal tract. Nitrite and nitrate to a smaller extend are both
involved in metabolisms that can result in formation of 7V-nitrosamines, which are carcinogenic.
Individuals can also be exposed to preformed Af-nitrosamines, for example from the diet and
tobaccoproducts,andin certainworkingenvironments (Lundberg,etal.,2004).
Although carcinogenic properties of N-nitrosocompounds were proved in cell cultures and animal
experiments,relations between nitrateintakeand gastriccancer inhumanshavenotbeen proved.In
fact, many studies showeithernoeffects orinverse effects.
Nitrite may also have beneficial effects (Lundberg, et al., 2004). It may help killing ingested
pathogens in the stomach and improve gastric mucosal blood flow and mucus secretion. Dental
caries, skin infections, urinary tract infections may be inhibited by growth-inhibition or selfdestruction of harmful bacteria that are exposed to acidified nitrite. Research also showed that
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physiological concentrations of nitrite can dilate blood vessels, thereby possibly affecting the
vasculartoneinischaemictissues,plateletfunction and leukocyteadhesion (Lundberg,et al.,2004).

1.3 EU-directive andvariationsoflettucenitrateconcentrations growninEuropean
countries
Concerned about harmful effects of nitrate,nitrite andAf-nitrosamines onhuman health and despite
the fact that 50% of nitrate is produced endogenously from the L-arginine-NO pathway, the
European Union tries to minimize accumulation of these chemical compounds in the environment
and food by imposing maximum vegetable nitrate-concentrations in a directive. By doing this,
lettuce nitrateconcentrations havebecome aquality mark. In case of greenhouse grown Butterhead
lettuce, maximum allowable nitrate concentrations of lettuce harvested in winter (1 October to 31
March) are 4500 ppm (or mg kg"1 fresh product) and in summer (1 April to 30 September) 3500
ppm. In case of outdoor grown lettuce, maximum nitrate concentration of lettuce harvested in
summer(1Mayto31August)are2500ppm(Siomosand Dogras, 1999).
Whether imposed maximum nitrate concentrations are met depends on geographic locations and
climatic conditions of lettuce cultivations. Data about nitrate concentrations in Butterhead lettuce
samples in different European and Asian countries in summer, winter and all yearround are shown
in table 1.This table roughly shows three relationships between nitrate concentrations, geographic
locations and climatic conditions.Firstly,nitrateconcentrations tend tobehigher andtherefore tend
toexceed imposed maximum nitrateconcentrations morelikely in samplesfrom northern European
countries than those from southern European countries. Secondly, higher nitrate concentrations are
found in winter than in summer. Thirdly,nitrate concentrations of lettuce cultivated in greenhouses
are usually considerably higher than those cultivated outdoors in seasons and regions where both
methodsofcultivation are feasible.

1.4 Lettucecultivationdataand relevanceofsolvinglettucecultivationproblemsinThe
Netherlandsand Belgium
Lettuce cultivated in northern European countries tend to have nitrate concentrations that exceed
imposed maximum concentrations. Theextent of thisproblem and theneed to solve this problem is
discussed with the help of data on total lettuce cultivation and protected lettuce cultivation in
Europeancountries (table2).
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1Problem analysisand demarcation
Table 2: Data on total lettuce cultivation and protected lettuce cultivation in some European
countries (anonymous,2001a;anonymous,2005;Georges,VanLierdeand Verspecht, 2003)
country name
25countries ofEuropean Union
Spain
Italy
France
Germany
United Kingdom
Belgium
Greece
Netherlands
Austria
Portugal
Sweden
Hungary
Denmark
Ireland

total lettuce cultivation (kg)
261410"
99010 6
479-106
38310 6
18110 6
15410 6
93-106
8110 6
72-106
55-106
5110 6
22-106
12-106
910 6
910 6

protected lettuce cultivation (kg)

There are two opinions about this issue. The first opinion is to concentrate lettuce cultivation in
southern European countries because these countries currently cultivate low nitrate concentration
lettucethat accountsfor approximately 75%of total lettucecultivation intheEuropean Union.This
production may be increased easily. The second opinion is to maintain lettucecultivation and even
stimulate low nitrate content lettuce cultivation in northern European countries because lettuce
cultivation inthesecountriesiseconomicallyfeasible (Georges,VanLierdeandVerspecht,2003).
The second opinion is supported in this thesis. Furthermore, there is a focus on protected, soil
bound lettuce cultivation in The Netherlands and Belgium, which have comparable climatic
conditions. So, the problem of keeping a low nitrate content in conjunction with an economically
feasible lettuce cultivation in The Netherlands and Belgium is assumed relevant enough to offer a
solution and istherefore chosen asanexampleofproblems aboutcropquality improvement.

1.5 Solution direction
Solutions to this problem require considerations of two effects: effects of (greenhouse)
physiological and environmental conditions on nitrate concentrations and on economic feasibility.
These effects have been studied in literature. Table 3 lists studies about effects of physiological
conditions and environmental conditions on lettuce nitrate concentrations and table 4 lists studies
about effects of physiological conditions and environmental conditions on economic feasibility of
lettuceandother vegetablecultivations.

3110"

24-106
47-106
43-106
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Table 3: Studies about effects of physiological conditions and environmental conditions on lettuce
nitrate concentrations
conditions

references

physiological
concentrations of glucose,
fructose, and malate

Behrand Wiebe (1988),anonymous (2002),Drews,et al. (1995a),Drews et al.(1995b),
Seginer, Buwalda and Van Straten (1998)

concentrations of
potassium, chloride,
phosphate, sulfur
concentrations of other
chemical compounds

Behr and Wiebe (1988),anonymous (2002),Drews, etal. (1995a),Drewsetal.(1995b),
Correand Breimer(1979),Maynard (1976),Vander Boon,etal. (1990)

nitratereductase activity

Drews,et al.(1995a),Drewset al.(1995b),anonymous (2002)

Chadjaa, etal.(1999),Gaudreau, etal. (1995)

lettucefresh weight and
variouspartsof lettuce
plants

anonymous (2002), Drews,et al.(1995a),Maynard (1976), Van der Boon, etal.(1990),
Abu-Rayyan, et al. (2004), Hanafy Ahmed (2000), Amr and Hadidi (2001), Seginer,
Buwaldaand Van Straten (1998),anonymous (2002)

lettuce species

Amr and Hadidi (2001), Behr and Wiebe (1988), Drews, et al. (1995a), Drews et al.
(1995b),Escobar-Gutierrez, etal. (2002),Roorda van Eysinga (1984),Maynard (1976),
anonymous (2002)

environmental
solar radiation intensity

anonymous (anonymous, 2002), Chadjaa, et al. (1999), Corre and Breimer (1979),
Dapoigny, etal. (2000), Dapoigny, etal. (1996),Drews et al. (1995b),Maynard (1976),
Van der Boon, et al. (1990), Roorda van Eysinga (1984), Steingrover et al. (1993),
Seginer, Buwalda and Van Straten (1998),anonymous (anonymous, 2002)

air temperature

Cone and Breimer (1979), Dapoigny, et al. (2000), Drews et al. (1995b), Maynard
(1976), Van der Boon, et al. (1990), Roorda van Eysinga (1984), Steingrover et al.
(1993), Seginer, Buwalda and Van Straten (1998),anonymous (2002)

C02-concentration in the
air

anonymous (2002), Corre' and Breimer (1979), Seginer, Buwalda and Van Straten
(1998)

fertilization levels

Corr6 and Breimer (1979), Maynard (1976), Hanafy Ahmed (2000), Van der Boon, et
al. (1990),Roordavan Eysinga (1984),Dapoigny, etal.(2000),Dapoigny, etal.(1996),
DominguezGento and DominguezGento (1994)

irrigation levels

Abu-Rayyan, et al. (2004), Aggelides, et al. (1999), Corre and Breimer (1979),
Maynard (1976)

storage conditions

Chung, etal.(2004),Dapoigny, etal.(1996),Cone and Breimer (1979)
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Table 4: Studies about effects of physiological conditions and environmental conditions on
economicfeasibility oflettuceandothervegetable cultivations
conditions

references

lettuce cultivation
environmental conditions

van Henten (1994)*, Dueck, et al. (2004a; 2004b), Ferentinos, et al. (2000)*,
anonymous (1998), Ioslovich and Seginer (2000; 2002)*, Stigter and van Straten
(2000)*,Seginer, etal. (1991)*

lettuce quality

van Henten (1994)*,Seginer, etal. (1991)*

non-environmental conditions anonymous (1998), Ioslovich and Seginer (2000; 2002)*, Seginer, et al. (1991)*,
such aslabour,renting,etc
Georges etal. (2003)

other vegetable cultivations
solarradiation intensity

Dueck, etal. (2004a; 2004b),Tap (2000), Zwart (2002), Ferentinos, et al. (2000)*,
anonymous (1998)

air temperature

Dueck, etal. (2004a; 2004b),Tap (2000)*,Zwart (2002), Seginer and Sher(1993)*,
Alscher, etal. (2001)",Pohlheimand Heipner (1996)*

C02-concentrationintheair

Dueck, etal. (2004a; 2004b),Tap (2000)*,Zwart (2002), Ferentinos, et al. (2000)*,
anonymous (1998), anonymous (1992), Alscher, et al. (2001)*, Aikman (1996)*,
Pohlheimand Heipner (1996)*

fertilization levels

anonymous (1998)

irrigation levels

anonymous (1998)

storage conditions

anonymous (1998)

non-environmental conditions anonymous (2000), anonymous (1998), Seginer and Sher (1993), Verhaegh and de
such aslabour, renting,etc
Groot (2000), Calatrava-Requena, and Canero and Javier (2001),Taragola and van
Lierde (2000),Georges etal. (2003)
Studiesaboutcomputing optimal cultivation conditions

Greenhouse lettuce growers can use the knowledge about these effects at three moments during
lettuce cultivation: at the moment of planting, during cultivation and after the moment of
harvesting. At the moment of planting they can do this by choosing a lettuce cultivar and
fertilization levels. During lettuce cultivation they can do this by controlling the air temperature,
CCVconcentration in the air, supplementary solar radiation, irrigation levels and sometimes
fertilization levels. After the moment of harvesting they can do this by controlling storage
conditions.
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Most studies in table 3 are about qualitative effects except for studies carried out by Seginer,
Buwalda and Van Straten (1998). They built the only mathematical model that is able to predict
dynamics of lettuce nitrate concentration and lettuce fresh weight quantitatively. These predictions
are based on data of solar or artificial radiation intensity values, greenhouse air temperatures and
greenhouse airC02-concentrations during lettucecultivations.Most studiesintable4apply models
describing effects of physiological conditions and environmental conditions on cultivation costs or
profits of lettuce or other vegetable cultivations. Half of these is about sensitivities of costs or
profits tochangesofcultivationconditions.Theotherhalfisaboutcomputingcultivation conditions
suchthatcosts areminimized orprofits aremaximized. These studies belong totheclassof optimal
controlproblems.
Thehorticultural problem about greenhouse lettuce cultivation will be solved as an optimal control
problem here. The objective is to compute optimal climate conditions such that the profit is
maximized while preventing lettuce nitrate accumulation above EU imposed maximum
concentrations. To compute these cultivation conditions a model presented by model by Seginer,
Buwalda and Van Straten and models describing effects of physiological conditions and
environmental conditionsoncultivations profits areused.
Climateconditions thataffect nitrateconcentrations effectively willbechosen inthenext section.

1.6 Quick economicevaluationofclimateconditionadjustment effects onnitrate
concentrations
Three climate conditions can be adjusted to affect nitrate concentrations: solar radiation intensity
values, greenhouse air temperatures and greenhouse air CCVconcentrations. Not all of these
adjustments are economically feasible however. To analyse this, a quick evaluation is made based
onresultspresented byVanthoor(2002)and someeconomicrulesofthumb.
Results of Vanthoor presented in figure 1 show decreasing lettuce nitrate concentrations with
increasing ratio of the time-integral ofphotosynthesis and time-integral of growth. Theseratios can
be interpreted as dimensionless numbers that combine effects of global solar radiation intensity,
temperatures andCCVconcentrationsduringthelast 14cultivation days (1.2-106s)onlettucenitrate
concentrationsatharvesttime.Theywerecalculatedaccordingtotheequation:

R=)

£laC

Ca df . W )
i£l +aCCa [J

A

Parameters and inputs in this equation are specified in table 5. The rationale of this relationship is
explained inappendixA.

(1)
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This equation and figure 1 were used to estimate quantitative changes of global solar radiation
intensity, CCVconcentration and temperature that each lead to typical nitrate concentration
decreases of 200 through 500 ppm, depending on the lettuce variety and the required nitrate
concentration at harvest. These estimations were done according to a simple estimation procedure
developed for greenhouse growers. This procedure is explained in Appendix A. Results of
estimationsandrelated costsareintable6.
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Table5:Specification ofparameterandinputsusedinequation 1
symbol

value

units

'/

1.2-106
0.07
1.210"3
18.7
0.25-10 6
0.0693
20

s
mol [C]mol
m-s"1
mol [C]m 2
s-'

parameters
final time
photosynthesis efficiency
leaf conductance ofCO2
growth yield
specific maintenance rate coefficient
temperature effect parameter
reference temperature

£

a
V

k
c

r

o

C

PAP

l

°C

inputs
solarradiation intensity
CC>2-concentrationin thegreenhouse air
greenhouse air temperature

1
Cca
Ta

mol [C]mol" PAP-mV 1
mol-m"3
°C
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Table 6: Estimated changes of global solar radiation intensity, C02-concentration and temperature
required to reduce nitrate concentrations by 200 to 500 ppm. Also shown are the associated costs
(estimated from anonymous (1992), anonymous (1998), Zwart (2002), Georges, Van Lierde and
Verspecht (2003))

globalsolarradiationintensity
temperature
CCVconcentration

estimatedchanges
+210' J m 2
-3°C
+361 ppm-m"2

relatedcosts
7T
+1 €-m"

Todefine whether these changes areeconomically feasible, related costs need tobecompared with
lettuce cultivation profits which are approximately -1 to 1€m"2 (anonymous, 1998). The costs
related to therequired estimated temperature changes aretwoorders of magnitude smaller than the
profits. This means that temperature adjustments hardly affect profits and therefore are
economically feasible. The same is true for CCh-concentration changes, because related costs are
three orders of magnitude smaller than profits. Solar radiation intensity adjustments are not
economically feasible, becauserelated costsareinthesameorderofmagnitudeasprofits.
Concluding, in this thesis only optimal trajectories of temperature and CC^-concentrations are
computed,becausetheseadjustments areeconomically feasible.

1.7 Final horticultural problemstatement
Theproblem of keeping alownitratecontent and an economically feasible lettucecultivation in the
Netherlands and Belgium is studied in this thesis. This problem belongs to the general class of
horticultural problems about crop quality improvement through adjustment of environmental
conditions during cultivation. It will be solved as an optimal control problem through the
computation of optimal greenhouse air temperatures and greenhouse air CC^-concentrations such
that the profit is maximized while lettuce nitrate accumulation above EU imposed maximum
concentrations is prevented. To compute these conditions a model presented by Seginer, Buwalda
and Van Straten (1998) and models describing effects of physiological conditions and
environmental conditions oncultivations profits areused.
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2 Aspectsrelatedtosolvingtheoptimalcontrolproblem
2.1 Introduction
This chapter is an introduction about aspects related to solving the optimal control problem
presented in chapter 1.Most of these aspects will beelaborated upon in next chapters.The aspects
are:
•
•
•
•
•

Mathematical formulation ofgeneralfixed-time optimalcontrol problems
Difference between open-loop andclosed-loopoptimal control problems
Necessary and sufficient optimality conditions
Selection ofasuitableopen-loopoptimisation algorithm
Selectionof asuitableclosed-loopoptimisation algorithm

Theseaspects willbediscussed becausetheoptimal controlproblem cannotbe solved directly from
the models about effects of greenhouse air temperatures and C02-concentrations on lettuce nitrate
concentrations and economic feasibility. These models describe effects of allpossible temperature
and CCh-concentration trajectories on nitrate concentrations and economic feasibility. They do not
describeoptimaltemperatureandCC^-concentration trajectories.
These models can be fit in amathematical formulation of optimal control problems so that general
equations exist which these trajectories need to fulfil in order to be optimal. These equations are
called necessary and sufficient optimality conditions and are actually used to compute the optimal
trajectories. These trajectories can be solutions of either open-loop or closed-loop optimal control
problems as will be explained in thischapter. Thecomputations are often too complex tobe made
analytically, sonumericalalgorithmsneedtobeused.
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Thenumericalcomputationspresented inthisthesisareinterestingfor peopleworkingintheareaof
optimal control because they incorporate solving optimal control problems with non-linear
differential algebraicequations,affected byhighfrequency disturbances andend-constraints.

2.2 Mathematical formulation ofgeneralfixed-time optimalcontrol problems
In this thesis the model is cast in the form of a general fixed-time optimal control problem. For
convenience this problem is stated using the so-called Mayer-formulation (Bryson, 1999; Stengel,
1994).
Giventheaugmented system
m(xm,z,u,d)
xL

=

f(l,Z,u,d)

(2)

Lyx"\u\

andtheconstraints
(3)

Q.—2.(X'L<d.,u)

(4)
(5)

Q>*U)

(6)

•A/ £ ~~" A l t £ I

maximise
(7)

•J=t(xf)

xsR"'
meR""

xmeR>
LeR"

L

/eR*-1

ueR""

zeR" 1
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^€R""

ceR"<
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Furthermore x"(t) is the system state vector x (t) is the running costs and d(t) the highfrequency disturbance vectorand u(t) thecontrol input vector.The vector z.(f) is avector of quasi
steady states, which originates from the assumption that the rate of change of these variables is so
fast as compared to that of other states that these variables always reach a quasi steady state. The
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function m(xm,g,d,u}is the system statefunction, n(x,z,d,u) analgebraic constraint function for
thecalculation ofthequasi steady statesand L(xm,u) therunningcostfunction. Equations4,5and
6 represent inequality constraints on c(u), s(z) and v(xf)

that are functions of theinputs, quasi

steady states and final value of the states,respectively. The function </>[xf) that is maximized is a
measure for economicfeasibility of lettucecultivations.Thefunctions m,L,n,c_,s_,y/,

and 0are

assumedtobedifferentiable withrespectto x, u, £, xf and d.
The system state function m in this thesis consists of equations from the model presented by
Seginer, Buwalda and Van Straten and a model describing dynamics of greenhouse environmental
or climate conditions. The algebraic constraint function, n consists of equations from the last
model. Both models are discussed inchapter 3.Details ontheconstraints with respect to the inputs
andquasisteady statespresentedbyequations4and5arealsodiscussed there.
Note that the optimal control problem is written in theMayer-formulation (Bryson, 1999; Stengel,
1994), which means that the problem is an end-point optimal control problem. This is not a
restrictive class of optimal control problems because any optimal control problem where the
running costsfunction L ispartoftheperformance index (equation 8)canbecastinequations 2to
7.This isdonebyintroducing anadditional stateequation for therunningcosts function.
'/

J=0'(xmf)+JL(xm,u)dt

where f[x'f) =^[xf)-xLt

(8)

=t(xf)-

JL(xm,u)dt

A fixed final time is assumed in the performance index. This and other details of the performance
index arediscussed inchapter3.

2.3 Difference betweenopen-loopandclosed-loopoptimal control problems
It is essential to know whether optimal control problems are solved in open-loop or in closed-loop.
Solving optimal control problems in open-loop means that observed state values are assumed to
evolve according to the system state function m and that disturbance values d(t) evolve along
known trajectories so that there are no unforeseen changes in state and disturbance values. Solving
optimal control problems in open-loop produces control trajectories that are optimal for these
assumptions. Solving optimal control problems in closed-loop produces control trajectories that
respond optimally toobserved unforeseen changesinstateanddisturbance values.
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In this thesis, the optimal control problem is solved both in open-loop (chapter 4) as well as in
closed-loop (chapter 5).Characteristics of theopen-loop computed control trajectories are used for
solvingtheoptimalcontrolproblem inclosed-loop.

2.4 Necessaryandsufficient optimalityconditions
Control inputtrajectories need tofulfil equations inorderto be optimal. These equations are called
necessary and sufficient optimality conditions and are actually used to compute the optimal
trajectories.
Thenecessaryconditionsare:
dH{x,X,u,d)
~d~u

= Xr

df(&z>y.>d.)
=0T
du

(9a)

If admissible values for the control u cannot fulfill this condition then the control is set to the
maximal admissible valuefor u if:
dH(x,A,u,d)
du

= AT

du

>0T

where u=u

(9b)

orthecontrol issettotheminimal admissiblevaluesfor u if:
dH(x,A,u,d)
du

=XT

df{x,£,u,d)
du

<0T

where u=u„

(9c)

IntheseequationsHistheHamiltonian(-function) and u(t) thecontrol input vector:
H(x,A.,u,d) =A

f(x,u,d)

(10)

Thestateandcostatedynamics aredescribed by:

(11)

d/i —

dy/
dx

•*"
dx
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- dx
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dx
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The conditions in equations 11and 12that fix state values at the initial time and costate values at
thefinaltimearecalledboundaryconditions.
Equations 9a, 11and 12arederivedfromthevariation of theperformance equation thatissetequal
tozero (dJ =0) whenthevariations in x, A and u areunequal tozeroand thehigher-order terms
assumed sufficiently close to zero (Bryson and Ho, 1975; Kirk, 1970; Lewis and Syrmos, 1995;
Stengel,1994):

SJ'-

dx~

v-X

dx
(13)

d 7

r SM*•*duJL*

dH_
SA\dt +higher-order terms=0
dX—x

Extraconditions arederived from second-order terms(Jonsson, TryggerandOgren,2002):

ay
dx

>0

d2H
>0
du
d2H d2H
dx
dudx
>0
d2H d2H
dxdu du
Equations 9a, 9b, 9c and 15can alsobe derived from Pontryagin's minimum principle (Lewis and
Syrmos, 1995).These equations and equations 14and 16arecalled sufficient conditions for a local
minimum value of J'. In this thesis, only necessary conditions will be fulfilled by the algorithms
presented inchapters4and5.

2.5 Selection ofoptimisation algorithms
The necessary conditions presented in section 2.4 are used to compute optimal trajectories.
Analytical computations may be difficult because equations 9a, 11 and 12 are complex equations
and equations 11and 12need to fulfil splitboundary conditions: one boundary condition at to and
oneboundary condition attf. Therefore, numericaloptimisation algorithms areused.

(14)

(15)

(16)
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Numerical optimisation algorithms for solving open-loop optimal control problems are
distinguished from numerical optimisation algorithms for solving closed-loop optimal control
problems.Bothtypesofalgorithms arediscussed separately.

2.5.1 Selectionofanopen-loopoptimisationalgorithm
Open-loop numerical optimisation algorithms consist of series of improvements of state,costate or
control trajectories. These improvements are based on error-data that are created by substituting
guessed state, costate and control trajectories into equations 9a, 9b, 9c, 11 and 12 for the first
improvement and substituting improved state, costate and control trajectories for other
improvements. The series endswhen themismatch ortheimprovement isconsidered small enough.
Thefinal improved state,costateandcontrol trajectories areconsidered optimal.
Open-loop optimisation algorithms can be subdivided into four classes: parametric optimization,
dynamic programming, gradient optimization and linear quadratic methods. The class of
parameteric optimization algorithms includes algorithms that use Chebychev polynomials or
penalty function methods (Stengel, 1994) and the class of linear quadratic optimization includes
model predictive control algorithms. Neighboring optimal control algorithms, quasilinearization
algorithms and shooting method algorithms are not considered here because these algorithms rely
ongoodinitialtrajectories derivedfromtheother algorithms (Stengel, 1994).
Each algorithm is suitable for solving open-loop problems with certain relevant characteristics. To
choose an algorithm that is suitable for the open-loop problem in this thesis,all algorithms need to
beevaluated based onspecific characteristics ofthisproblem.Thesecharacteristics are:
•
•
•
•

Theproblem isnonlinearbecauseitcontains anonlinearfunction m.
Theproblem isnon-quadraticbecausethefunction L isnon-quadratic.
Theproblemhasconstraints onstatesandinputs.
Theoptimality ofcomputed optimal trajectories needstobeasaccurate aspossible.

Table 7 shows a suitability evaluation based upon these characteristics. This table also includes
relevant references.
This table shows gradient optimization algorithms are suitable to solve the open-loop optimal
control problem in this thesis, and therefore such an algorithm will be studied and applied in this
thesis.
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Table 7: Suitability evaluation of open-loop optimisation algorithms on characteristics of the openloopoptimal controlproblemandrelevant references
characteristics ofopen-loop optimal control problem
non-linear

nonquadratic

parametric
optimization

+

+

dynamic
programming

—

—

gradient
optimization

+

+

constraints
onstates and
inputs
+

exact optimal
trajectories

-

Stengel (1994),
Balakrishnan(1968)

+

+

Stengel (1994),Lewis
(1995), Kirk(1970),
Nevistic (1997)

+

+

Bryson (1999; 1975),
Mehra and Davis
(1972), Kirk (1970),
Stengel (1994)

c

1
a,
?>
o

linear
quadratic
methods
unsuitable

references

Lewis(1995), Nevistic
(1997),Morari (1999)

hardly suitable

suitable

Note that dynamic programming is unsuitable to solve nonlinear optimal control problems. This is
because partial differential equations need to be solved in dynamic programming and no efficient
algorithm isavailabletodothisexceptfor optimal control problemswithordinarylinear differential
equations andquadraticperformance equations(Nevistic, 1997;Stengel, 1994).

2.5.2 Selectionofaclosed-loopoptimisationalgorithm
Closed-loop optimisation algorithms can roughly be divided into seven types of algorithms. These
typesandrelevantreferences areintable8.
Each algorithm issuitablefor solving closed-loopproblems withcertain relevant characteristics.To
choosean algorithm thatisatleast suitable for theclosed-loopproblem inthisthesis,all algorithms
needtobeevaluated oncharacteristics ofthisproblem.Thesecharacteristics are:
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• Theproblemisnonlinearbecauseitconsistsof anonlinearfunction m
• Costate equations may be such that forward integration of these equations to compute
costatesleadtoundesired costatevalues.Thistopicisdiscussed byKalman(1966).
• Theproblemisnon-quadraticbecausethefunction L isnon-quadratic.
• Theproblemcontainspathconstraints because ofthealgebraicequations.
• Closed-loopcontrol inputtrajectories computations shouldbe fast.
• Theoptimality of computed optimaltrajectories needtobeasexactaspossible.
The algorithms were also evaluated on their ability to deal with singular optimal trajectories
because, in general, a lot of optimal control problems are input-affine and so their optimal
trajectories consist of singular optimal trajectories. Although theproblem inthisthesis isnot inputaffine (see chapter 3), this characteristic is still evaluated to choose a closed-loop optimal control
algorithmthatissuitableforthegeneralclassofproblemspresentedinsection2.2.
Table 9 shows a suitability evaluation based on these characteristics. It shows closed-loop
algorithms based on sub-optimal control algorithms and neural networks (incl. parametric
optimisation) are equally suitable to solve the closed-loop problem in this thesis. Sub-optimal
controlalgorithms willbe studiedandapplied inthisthesis.

Table8:Typesofclosed-loopoptimisation algorithms andrelevant references
types
receding horizon(incl.someMPC)

references
Tap (2000), Mayne, et al. (2000), and Mayne and Rawlings
(2001)

neighbouringoptimalcontrol

LeeandBryson(1989)

sub-optimalcontrolalgorithm

Palanki,etal. (1993),Rahmanand Palanki(1996),Srinivasan,et
al.(2002),vanHenten(1994),FriedlandandSarachik(1966)

linearquadraticmethods(incl.someMPC)

Nevistic (1997),Mayne,etal.(2000),and MayneandRawlings
(2001)

neuralnetworks(incl.parametricoptimisation)
dynamicprogramming

SeginerandSher(1993),Stengel(1994)
Stengel(1994)
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Table 9: Suitability evaluation of open-loop optimisation algorithms on characteristics of the openloopoptimalcontrolproblem
characteristics of theclosed-loop optimal control problem

'C

c S

receding horizon (inchsome MPC)
£
|

neighbouring optimal control

a

§

suboptimal control algorithm

a
.so

•1

linearquadratic methods (incl.some MPC)

|
-a
J3

neural networks (incl. parametric optimisation)
dynamic programming

unsuitable

hardly suitable

suitable

2.6 Finaloptimalcontrol problemstatement
Concluding the problem of computing optimal greenhouse air temperatures and greenhouse air
C02-concentrations belongs to the general class of optimal control problems with non-linear
differential algebraic equations affected by measurable, high-frequency disturbances and endconstraints. This problem is going to be solved both in open-loop and in closed-loop, using
algorithms that are able to deal with all problem characteristics properly. A gradient optimization
algorithm will be studied and applied to solve the problem in open-loop and an suboptimal control
algorithm tosolvetheproblem inclosed-loop.
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3 Specification ofoptimalcontrolproblemequations
3.1 Introduction
Equations 2 to 7 of the general fixed-time optimal control problem presented in section 2.2 are
specified in this chapter. This is done by presenting three models: firstly the model presented by
Seginer, Buwalda and Van Straten (Seginer, Buwalda and van Straten, 1998)describing the effects
of solar orartificial radiation intensityvalues,greenhouse airtemperatures and greenhouse airCO2concentrations on lettuce nitrate concentrations and lettuce fresh weights, secondly a model
presented bySeginerandVanStraten(2001)describingdynamicsofgreenhouseclimateconditions
affected byoutsideweatherconditions and thirdlyacultivation performance model.
Each model is explained twice: first mathematically then either biologically, physically or
economically. Each explanation can be read without reading the other thereby offering the
possibility to read the most interesting explanation only. In section 3.5 all models are cast in the
general variables x(t), z(t), u(t), d(t) and general functions f(x,z.,u,d), n ( i i « , r f ) , £(K)<
s(z), yf{xf) and fl(xf) ofthegeneralfixed-timeoptimalcontrol problem.

3.2

Dynamic lettucegrowthandnitrateaccumulation model
3.2.1 Mathematicaloutlineofdynamiclettucegrowthandnitrateaccumulationmodel

Seginer, Buwalda and Van Straten (1998) developed a model that describes effects of solar or
artificial radiation intensity values, greenhouse air temperatures and greenhouse air C0 2 concentrations on lettuce nitrate concentrations and lettuce fresh weights.According to thismodel,
assimilates are produced by photosynthesis and are converted into lettuce structure material and
energy that is needed for growth (fresh weight increase) and maintenance. These processes also
affect nitrate concentrations through assimilate concentrations: If, at constant fresh weight,
assimilate concentrations are high, then nitrate concentrations are low and vice versa. This means
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thatif assimilate production rates exceed assimilate conversion rates then assimilate concentrations
willincrease andnitrateconcentration willdecrease.
Themodelconsistsoftwostateequations:

^=FCm(S0,CCa,MCs,Mc,)-FCm{MCs,Ta)-{\

^

+e)FCvs{MCsMa,Ta)

(17)

=FcjMCs,MCv,Ta)
at

where Ma (mol [C]m"2) is the mass of assimilates in lettuce vacuoles,Mc$ (mol [C]m"2) mass of
lettuce structural material, S0 (mol photo-synthetically active photonsm^s 1 ) the solar radiation
intensity, Cca (mol [C]m"3) the greenhouse air carbon dioxide concentration and T„(°C) the
greenhouseairtemperature.
Thefluxes in equations 17 and 18are summarized in two tables.Equations, units and descriptions
offluxes areintable 10.Equations,unitsanddescriptions offunctions usedintheequations oftable
10are in table 11. Some functions were changed in the coarse of time because of better scientific
insight.Numbers of sectionsinwhich specific secondaryfunctions wereusedarealsointable 11.
Outputs of the model are lettuce fresh weight y/ (gplant 1 ) and lettuce nitrate concentration y2
(ppm):

_ MOMC(**cv +Ma) +f?MUN(n,Ma -7icMCv)

=

VppmVmnN(n v M & - JKMCv)

^ {MOMC (Mcv+Ma) +nMm (nvMCs - yicMCv))
Equation 20 shows the mentioned relationship between assimilate concentrations and nitrate
concentrations: If, at constant fresh weight, assimilate concentrations are high then nitrate
concentrations arelow and viceversa.
Values,units and descriptions of parameters are in table 12.Constraints related to the fresh weight
yi and lettuce nitrate concentration y2 are in table 13. Note, constraints related to the nitrate
concentration y2 stem from theEU-directive about maximum lettuce nitrateconcentrations, which
ismentioned inchapter 1.

(18)
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Table 10:Equations,unitsanddescriptions offluxesinequations 17and 18
fluxes

equations

Fa.{S0,Ca.Ma.Ma)

units
mol [ C ] m " V

descriptions
photosynthesis

Fa.(Ha.T.)

•e(Ta)f2{Ma)

mol[C]-m"2-s"'

maintenance

Fa.{**Q,Mc,,Tt)

••g(T.)fdM*)\(Mc..Ha)

mol [ C l - m ' V

growth

Table 11:Equations,unitsanddescriptions offunctions usedintheequations oftable10
Junctions
£50g(Ca,-Cc.)

P(l.Ca)
'

fi(Ma)

units
mol [C]-m"V

sectionno.
all

eS^aiCc-Cc.)

all

••l-e-

Mr

section 4.1

l-e"

all but section
4.1

fMc)

description
uninhibited gross
photosynthesis of closed
canopy
light interception of the
canopy

light interception of the
canopy

section 4.1

<•%£*>)

l+e
hp(Ma,MCs)

photosynthesis inhibition
1
i+

all but section
4.1

b„n„M r ,Y«
yKMc

section 4.1

..i*c r

l+e
growth inhibition

MMaMQ)

11+

allbut section
4.1

(l-bp)nvMc
TlvMCl-yKMc

r(Tfl-7*)

'ft)

••ke

S(T.)

•• mke4T.-T')

mol [C]m 2 s"'

mol [ C J - r n V

all

all

specific respiration
maintenance
uninhibited growth
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Table 12:Values,unitsanddescriptions of parameters
Parameter values marked with arefrom Vanthoor (2001). Otherparameter values arefrom VanStraten, etal. (1999)
parameters
a

c*

value
0.70
*
7-10"2
1.210 3
1.110"3

mol [C]mol P A P '
m-s"1
mol [C]m 3

k

2.5-10"7

s"1

T*
c
m
0

20
6.9-10"2
18.7
*
0.3
30

°C
"C 1
mol-m"2

£

a

S

P

S

B

30

K

0.8

h
nv
P

0.2

m^mol [q _l

-

description
leaf areaclosure parameter
apparent lightuse efficiency
CO2transport coefficient
C0 2 compensation point
specific maintenance rate coefficient
reference temperature
temperature effect parameter
growth parameter
growth respiration loss function
slope parameter
slope parameter
threshold parameter
threshold parameter

5

Pa

constant turgor pressure

6.010 3

Pa

regression parameter of C/Nratioin vacuoles

*?OMC

6.110 2
1.3-103
30-10"3

Pa
mol [C]m 3
kg-mol[CY'

regression parameter of C/Nratioin vacuoles
structuralCperunitvacuole volume
massoforganic matter permol [C]

VMMN

14810"3

kgmol [N]"1

mass ofmineralsper molNin vacuoles

r
K

5.310

1

VDUFM

0.05

VNO^N

62-10'3

kg JVOj'-moirN]'

massof nitrate per mol [N]

ISH

0.180

kg hexose-mol hexose'1

massof assimilates (hexose) permol hexose

Va*>

14

mol [C]mol hexose"1

molesof [C]per mol hexose

Ippm

N,

1 10
18

6

kgkg

drymatter tofresh matter ratio
1

ppmkgkg"

1

plant-m"2

conversion factor betweenppmand kgkg"1
plant density

Table13: Constraintsrelated tolettucegrowth andlettucenitrate concentration
lower bound values
300

upper bound values

units
ghead"1

3500 (summer)
4500 (winter)

ppm
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3.2.2 Biologicalinterpretationofthedynamiclettucegrowthandnitrateaccumulationmodel
Seginer, Buwalda and Van Straten (1998) developed a model that describes effects of solar or
artificial radiation intensity values, greenhouse air temperatures and greenhouse air CO2concentrations on lettuce nitrate concentrations and lettuce fresh weights. According to this model,
assimilates are produced by photosynthesis out of CO2 and water and are converted into lettuce
structure material and energy that is needed for growth (fresh weight increase) and maintenance.
These processes also affect nitrate concentrations through assimilate concentrations: If, at constant
fresh weight, assimilate concentrations are high then nitrate concentrations are low and vice versa.
This means that if photosynthesis rates exceed conversion rates then assimilate concentrations will
increaseandnitrateconcentration willdecrease.
All processes are affected by solar radiation intensity, greenhouse air C02-concentration,
greenhouse airtemperature,assimilate mass and structural material mass.Theseeffects are in table
14.
Measured variables during lettuce cultivation are assumed to be lettuce fresh weight and lettuce
nitrate concentration. Fresh weights are approximately proportional to mass sums of assimilate,
lettucestructurematerial andnitrate.Nitrateconcentrations areapproximately inversed proportional
toratiosbetween assimilatesmassandfresh weight.
Thecombination of effects presented in table 14constitutes the model and effectively supports the
idea that if the solar radiation intensity is high, the greenhouse air temperature is low and the
greenhouse air CC>2-concentration inthe greenhouse air is high then the photosynthesis rate is high
compared to the assimilate conversion rates. This leads to high assimilate concentrations, low
nitrate concentrations and relative low fresh weight increases. On the other hand, if the solar
radiation intensity is low, the greenhouse air temperature is high and the greenhouse air CO2concentration inthe greenhouse airislow then photosynthesis rates arelowcompared to assimilate
conversion rates. This leads to low assimilate concentrations, high nitrate concentrations and
relativehighfresh weightincreases.Table 15showsboth situations.
Fivebasic assumptionsarepartofthemodel:
1. Thereisnodistinction between shoots,rootsand stem.
2. Storage pools of compounds related to assimilates that affect lettuce growth and nitrate
content, suchasstarchpoolsdonotexist.
3. Vacuolevolumesconstituteafixed fraction ofthetotal volumeinlettuceplants.
4. Lettuce plants grow by building new cells with exactly the same proportions as existing
cells.
5. Themodel isapplicablefor lettucecultivation processes inwhich abnormalities,liketipburn
orboltingarenotpresent.
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